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COMMISSION FOR COMPLAINTS FOR TELECOM-TELEVISION SERVICES INC. / 

COMMISSION DES PLAINTES RELATIVES AUX SERVICES DE TÉLÉCOM-

TÉLÉVISION INC. 

 

PROCEDURAL CODE 

 

(Amended and Restated effective May 23, 2023) 

 

1. Interpretation 

1.1 In this Code, 

(a) “CCTS” means the Commission for Complaints for Telecom-television Services 

Inc. / Commission des plaintes relatives aux services de télécom-télévision inc.;  

(b) “Code” means this Procedural Code, as amended from time to time; 

(c) “Commissioner” means the Chief Executive Officer of CCTS; 

(d) “CRTC” means the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 

Commission; 

(e) “Customer” means (i) an individual or Small Business that received, or has 

contracted to receive, telecommunications services from a Participating Service 

Provider; and (ii) an individual that received, or has contracted to receive, television 

services from a Participating Service Provider;  

(f) “Investigation Findings” means Investigation Findings made under Section 12, and 

includes amended Investigation Findings issued pursuant to Section 14.3(a) and 

confirmed Investigation Findings issued pursuant to Section 14.3(b); 

(g) “Participating Service Providers” means those telecommunications service 

providers and television service providers who are required to, and have, become 

participants in CCTS as shown from time to time on the CCTS’ website;  

(h) “Small Business” means a business whose: (i) net monthly invoice for all 

telecommunications services in the month preceding the month in which a complaint 

is made against such Participating Service Provider; or (ii) average net monthly 

invoices for all telecommunications services in the three (3) month period preceding 

the month in which a complaint is made against such Participating Service Provider, 

did not exceed $2,500. 

2. Functions, Powers and Duties of Commissioner 

2.1 The Commissioner shall: 

(a) receive and assess the eligibility of complaints and determine whether a complaint 

falls within the scope of this Code; 
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(b) deal with complaints impartially and efficiently after attempts at resolution between 

a Customer and a Participating Service Provider have proven ineffective, either: 

(i) through a conciliation process by which a mutually acceptable resolution is 

facilitated; or 

(ii) through an investigation process that culminates in Investigation Findings; 

(c) carry out the functions, powers and duties prescribed in this Code, and such other 

functions, powers and duties as may be directed by the Board of Directors of CCTS 

from time to time; and 

(d) be bound by and at all times act within and give effect to this Code. 

2.2 In carrying out their functions, powers and duties, the Commissioner shall act in a manner 

that is independent and impartial, accessible and efficient.  Without limiting the generality of 

the foregoing, the Commissioner shall: 

(a) remain impartial to the interests of the Participating Service Providers, as between 

the Participating Service Providers, and from and as between their respective 

customers; 

(b) not act as an advocate for Participating Service Providers, customers, or any other 

person;  

(c) provide the services of their office in English and French and in such other languages 

as the Commissioner deems appropriate; 

(d) endeavour to secure the most appropriate, efficient and effective resolution of every 

complaint on its merits; 

(e) provide the services of their office without charge to Customers;  

(f) provide the services of their office in a non-legalistic manner; and 

(g) follow cost-effective business practices in order to provide the services of their office 

in an economically efficient manner.  

3. Scope 

3.1 The Commissioner is authorized to receive complaints from Customers regarding: (i) forborne 

(unregulated) retail telecommunications services provided by Participating Service Providers; 

and (ii) retail residential subscription television services provided by Participating Service 

Providers.  Examples of services and subjects which fall outside the Commissioner’s scope, 

are set out in the following list:  
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(a) exceptions to telecommunications services: (i) Internet applications or content; (ii) 

emergency services; (iii) payphones; (iv) yellow page or business directories; (v) 

telemarketing or unsolicited messages; and (vi) 900 and 976 services; 

(b) exceptions to television services: (i) digital media broadcast undertaking (DMBU) 

services, which are services generally delivered or accessed over the Internet or 

delivered using point-to-point technology and received by way of mobile devices; (ii) 

interactive services and applications provided by TV service providers; (iii) 

broadcasting content; (iv) journalistic ethics; (v) accessibility issues, for example 

closed captioning and described video; and (vi) simultaneous substitution; and 

(c) other applicable exceptions: (i) equipment; (ii) inside wiring; (iii) security services, 

such as alarm monitoring; (iv) networking services; (v) pricing of products or 

services; (vi) rights of way; (vii) plant (including, without limitation, poles, towers, 

conduits, trenches and other support structures); (viii) claims of false and misleading 

advertising; and (ix) privacy issues. 

4. Standard of Review  

4.1 The Commissioner shall assist in the resolution of, investigate, and issue Investigation 

Findings in relation to complaints with a view to determining whether the Participating 

Service Provider reasonably performed its obligations pursuant to the applicable contract and 

followed its usual policies and operating procedures in its dealings with the Customer.   

4.2 In making this determination, or when the contract is silent on an issue, the Commissioner 

will consider any applicable codes of conduct or practice, good industry practice, general 

principles of law, and what is fair and reasonable in the circumstances of the Complaint.  

4.3 Although the Commissioner may consider a Participating Service Provider’s policies or 

operating practices, no Investigation Findings may direct or require a Participating Service 

Provider to change any such policy or practice.  

5. Delegation 

5.1 The Commissioner may delegate any of the Commissioner’s functions, powers and 

jurisdiction to another member of CCTS staff.  

6. Complaints  

6.1 Subject to Section 6.2, a complaint shall be in writing and shall: 

(a) set out the Customer’s name, address, phone number and, where possible, the account 

number assigned by the Participating Service Provider to which the complaint relates 

and the Customer’s email address; 

(b) indicate the Participating Service Provider to which the complaint relates; 

(c) set out the details of the complaint; 
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(d) indicate the date or dates on which the matters complained of occurred and came to 

the attention of the Customer; 

(e) set out what steps the Customer has taken to seek to resolve the complaint directly 

with the Participating Service Provider, including details of the Participating Service 

Provider’s response; 

(f) indicate what the Customer would regard as a reasonable resolution of the complaint; 

and  

(g) indicate the Customer’s consent to be bound by this Code and such procedures as 

may be established by the Commissioner. 

6.2 In order to ensure reasonable access to CCTS, including, in particular, by persons with 

disabilities, the Commissioner may accept complaints made: 

(a) by telephone, e-mail, online complaint form, teletypewriter (TTY), video relay 

service (VRS), IP relay, in person or by such other means as the Commissioner deems 

appropriate, provided all other requirements set out in Section 6.1 are satisfied; and 

(b) by a properly authorized representative of the Customer.  The Commissioner may 

make such inquiries as are deemed appropriate to ensure that the Customer has 

properly authorized the representative to make the complaint. Any such 

representative is deemed to have agreed to abide by the provisions of this Code, and 

in particular Sections 16 to 18 hereof.  

6.3 Upon receipt of a complaint, the Commissioner shall assess whether the complaint, or any 

part thereof, falls within scope as described in Section 3.1. 

6.4 Where the Commissioner has concluded that a complaint, or any part thereof, is not within 

scope, the Commissioner shall inform the Customer and the Participating Service Provider 

and shall inform the Customer of any agency, body or organization which the Commissioner 

reasonably believes may have jurisdiction in relation to the complaint.  The Commissioner 

may offer the Customer such assistance as the Customer may request in forwarding the 

complaint to the appropriate body. If the complaint relates to a telecommunications service 

provider or television service provider that is not required to be a Participating Service 

Provider, the Commissioner shall so inform the Customer and may offer the Customer such 

assistance as the Customer may request in forwarding the complaint to the CRTC. 

6.5 The Commissioner shall maintain a record of complaints determined by the Commissioner 

not to be within scope. 

6.6 If the Commissioner is of the view that any part of the complaint is within scope, the complaint 

shall be accepted. The Commissioner shall promptly provide a copy of the complaint to the 

relevant Participating Service Provider and initially refer it to the Participating Service 

Provider for an opportunity to resolve the complaint with the Customer directly. In the case 

of a complaint received orally, the Commissioner shall ensure that it is reduced to writing and 

shall provide the written version to the Participating Service Provider and the Customer.  
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6.7 The Participating Service Provider shall reply to the Commissioner in writing, with a copy to 

the Customer, regarding any complaint initially referred to it by the Commissioner pursuant 

to Section 6.6, as follows: 

(a) Objection – if the Participating Service Provider objects to the complaint on the basis 

that, in its view, the complaint may not or should not be accepted pursuant to this 

Code or for any other lawful reason, it shall provide a full written explanation, 

including the specifics of its objection, within ten (10) days of initial referral of the 

complaint from the Commissioner.  

(i) The Commissioner shall, following receipt of any additional information or 

representations from the Customer or the Participating Service Provider as the 

Commissioner may in their discretion deem appropriate, decide whether or 

not the complaint or any part thereof is within scope and whether or not to 

take action with respect to the complaint or any part thereof that is determined 

by the Commissioner to be within scope.  The Commissioner’s decision shall 

be provided in writing to the Customer and the Participating Service Provider. 

(ii) Where the Commissioner has concluded that a complaint, or any part thereof, 

is not within scope, the Commission shall act in accordance with Section 6.4.  

(b) Resolved – if the complaint has been resolved to the mutual satisfaction of the 

Customer and the Participating Service Provider, the latter shall so inform the 

Commissioner in writing within twenty (20) days of initial referral of the complaint 

from the Commissioner. 

(i) The complaint shall be deemed to be resolved unless the Customer, within 

fifteen (15) days of the date of the communication in writing from the 

Participating Service Provider to the Commissioner and the Customer under 

subsection (b), informs the Commissioner that the complaint has not been 

resolved to the satisfaction of the Customer. 

(ii) When a complaint is resolved to the mutual satisfaction of the Customer and 

the Participating Service Provider, implementation of the resolution is binding 

upon the Participating Service Provider. 

(c) Unresolved – if the complaint remains unresolved, the Participating Service Provider 

shall so inform the Commissioner within twenty (20) days of initial referral of the 

complaint from the Commissioner.  Together with this response the Participating 

Service Provider shall provide a full and complete written answer to the allegations 

made in the complaint, and shall also provide copies of all documents in its 

possession that are relevant to the complaint.  

(i) Where the Participating Service Provider has provided the documents 

required pursuant to subsection (c), the Commissioner may proceed with the 

conciliation process in accordance with Section 11.1. 
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(ii) Where the Participating Service Provider has not provided the documents 

required pursuant to subsection (c), the Commissioner may proceed with the 

investigation process in accordance with Section 11.3.  

6.8 If a complaint has not been concluded under Sections 6.4, 6.7(a), or 6.7(b), the Commissioner 

shall proceed with the conciliation or investigation process in accordance with Section 11. 

The Commissioner shall continue to resolve or investigate a complaint, notwithstanding the 

failure of a Participating Service Provider to provide a full and complete response or to 

provide all documents relevant to the complaint as required under Section 6.7(c). 

6.9 The Commissioner may consolidate, and treat as a single complaint, two or more complaints 

filed by or on behalf of the same Customer relating to the same Participating Service Provider 

and arising from the same transaction or occurrence or series of transactions or occurrences. 

6.10 The Commissioner may consolidate, and take action with respect to, two or more complaints 

filed by or on behalf of two or more Customers relating to the same Participating Service 

Provider and arising from the same transaction or occurrence or series of transactions or 

occurrences. 

6.11 Subject to Section 6.12, the Commissioner shall not consider and shall take no action with 

respect to a single complaint filed by or on behalf of more than one Customer. 

6.12 Notwithstanding Section 6.11, the Commissioner may take action with respect to a complaint 

filed by or on behalf of one or more Customers, provided that: 

(a) each Customer to which the complaint relates is specifically identified and has 

authorized that the complaint be filed on behalf of such Customer; 

(b) the complaint relates to the same Participating Service Provider and arises from the 

same transaction or occurrence or series of transactions or occurrences; and 

(c) the Commissioner considers that it is appropriate and efficient to do so. 

7. Unpaid Charges in Dispute 

7.1 When the Commissioner provides a copy of a complaint to a Participating Service Provider, 

and the complaint contains an allegation that the Customer is disputing charges that are 

unpaid, the Participating Service Provider will promptly: 

(a) suspend the due date for payment of the disputed charges; 

(b) refrain from reporting the disputed charges to a credit agency; 

(c) refrain from attempting to collect the disputed amount (either directly or through a 

collections agency); and 

(d) suspend any collection activity that was initiated before the complaint was received 

by the Commissioner, 
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until such time as the complaint is resolved or otherwise concluded by the Commissioner 

under Section 9, 12 or 14 of this Code. 

7.2 If the Commissioner concludes that the Participating Service Provider has breached Section 

7.1, the Commissioner shall inform the Participating Service Provider of the specifics of the 

breach, and require the Participating Service Provider to take such steps as are necessary to 

remedy the breach, which shall be binding on the Participating Service Provider.  

7.3 The Commissioner may consider any breach of Section 7.1 above in determining the extent 

of any loss, damage or inconvenience incurred by the Customer under Section 13.2(a). 

8. Failure to Provide Notice of CCTS 

8.1 In the course of investigating a complaint that is within scope, the Commissioner may 

investigate whether a Participating Service Provider has complied with its obligation under 

the CCTS’ public awareness plan to inform the Customer of the right to bring an unresolved 

complaint to CCTS.  As part of such investigation, the Commissioner may request, and a 

Participating Service Provider shall promptly provide (subject to Section 15.2) to the 

Commissioner, any information, document, including reliable copies thereof, or other thing 

that is relevant.  

8.2 The Commissioner may consider any such failure to inform a Customer of the CCTS in 

determining the extent of any loss, damage or inconvenience incurred by the Customer under 

Section 13.2(a). 

9. Discretion to Decline to Take Action  

9.1 The Commissioner may decline to take action or continue to take action with respect to a 

complaint if the Commissioner considers that: 

(a) the complaint is frivolous or vexatious; 

(b) the Customer does not have a sufficient legal interest in the subject matter of the 

complaint; 

(c) the complaint should more properly be brought before another agency, or a tribunal 

or court; 

(d) an investigation, or further investigation, is not warranted in the circumstances; or 

(e) the Customer has failed to cooperate in a timely manner with the Commissioner’s 

efforts to assess,  attempt to facilitate the resolution of, investigate, or issue or review 

Investigation Findings in relation to the complaint.  

10. Duty to Decline to Take Action 

10.1 The Commissioner shall take no action with respect to a complaint unless the Commissioner 

is satisfied that the Customer has previously brought the matter to the attention of the 
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Participating Service Provider and that the Participating Service Provider has been afforded a 

reasonable opportunity to investigate and resolve the matter. 

10.2 The Commissioner shall take no action with respect to any complaint purported to be brought 

under this Code that: 

(a) has been the subject of a previous determination by CCTS; or  

(b) has been or is currently under consideration by another tribunal, court, or agency that 

has the authority to compensate the Customer for losses claimed arising from the 

occurrence at issue. 

10.3 The Commissioner shall take no action with respect to a complaint:  

(a) received by the Commissioner more than one year after the date the Customer knew, 

or with reasonable diligence ought to have known, the facts upon which the complaint 

is based; or 

(b) in the case of a Participating Service Provider having become a Participating Service 

Provider on or after September 1, 2017, based upon or in relation to facts having 

arisen more than one year prior to the date on which the Participating Service 

Provider became a Participating Service Provider.  

10.4 For the purposes of Section 10.3(a), a complaint shall be deemed to be received by the 

Commissioner on the earlier of: 

(a) the date it is actually received; or 

(b) five (5) days after it was sent to the Commissioner by regular mail. 

10.5 Notwithstanding Section 10.3(a), the Commissioner may take action with respect to a 

complaint received by the Commissioner more than one year but no more than eighteen (18) 

months after the date when the Customer knew, or with reasonable diligence ought to have 

known, the facts upon which the complaint is based where: 

(a) the Customer brought the matter to the attention of the Participating Service Provider 

no more than one year after the date the Customer knew, or with reasonable diligence 

ought to have known, the facts upon which the complaint is based; and 

(b) the Customer and the Participating Service Provider continued to be engaged in an 

attempt to resolve the matter more than one year after the date when the Customer 

knew, or with reasonable diligence ought to have known, the facts upon which the 

complaint is based. 

11. Conciliation and Investigation  

11.1 If a complaint remains unresolved after initial referral to the Participating Service Provider 

and the Participating Service Provider has provided the documents required pursuant to 
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Section 6.7(c), the Commissioner may attempt to facilitate a mutually acceptable resolution 

by conciliation between the Customer and the Participating Service Provider.  

11.2 If the Participating Service Provider has not provided the documents required pursuant to 

Section 6.7(c) or the Commissioner determines that conciliation is unlikely to lead to a 

mutually acceptable resolution, the Commissioner may investigate the complaint.  

11.3 During an investigation, the Commissioner may require further information, documents or 

other things pursuant to Section 15 to determine whether the Participating Service Provider 

reasonably performed its obligations pursuant to Section 4.1. The Commissioner’s 

determination will be rendered in Investigation Findings.  

11.4 In the course of an investigation, the Commissioner may continue to seek to facilitate a 

mutually acceptable resolution of a complaint wherever practical and appropriate. 

11.5 The procedure for the conduct of any conciliation or investigation under this Code will be 

such as the Commissioner considers most appropriate, efficient and effective for resolution of 

a complaint on its merits.   

11.6 When a complaint cannot be concluded by a mutually acceptable resolution, the 

Commissioner may direct that it be dealt with under any one of Section 9 or 12 of this Code. 

12. Investigation Findings 

12.1 If a complaint cannot be concluded by a mutually acceptable resolution, the Commissioner 

shall issue Investigation Findings once the Commissioner can determine whether the 

Participating Service Provider reasonably performed its obligations pursuant to Section 4.1. 

12.2 The Investigation Findings: 

(a) shall set out whether the Participating Service Provider reasonably performed its 

obligations, and if not, what the Commissioner considers to be a reasonable and 

appropriate resolution of the complaint, without having regard to any monetary 

limitations of liability contained in the contract between the Customer and the 

Participating Service Provider;  

(b) shall include the reasons for the Commissioner’s determination under subsection (a); 

and 

(c) are subject to the monetary limits set out in Section 13. 

12.3 The Commissioner shall provide the Investigation Findings to the Customer and the 

Participating Service Provider.  

(a) If the Customer and the Participating Service Provider both accept the Investigation 

Findings, the Participating Service Provider and the Customer shall inform the 

Commissioner in writing and promptly take such steps as are called for in the 

Investigation Findings, and the Customer and the Participating Service Provider shall 
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be deemed to fully release one another from any and all losses, damages, and claims, 

arising from the matters relating to the complaint. 

(b) If either the Customer or the Participating Service Provider fails to respond to the 

Commissioner’s Investigation Findings within fifteen (15) days of issuance, the 

Investigation Findings shall be deemed to have been accepted by that party.  

(c) Investigation Findings that are accepted, or deemed to have been accepted, by both 

the Participating Service Provider and the Customer, are binding on the Participating 

Service Provider.  

(d) The Customer or Participating Service Provider may request a case review in writing 

within fifteen (15) days of issuance if, in the party’s view, the Commissioner made 

an error of fact or interpretation in the Investigation Findings as described in Section 

14.1. The party requesting the case review must provide the Commissioner in writing 

the reasons why, in the party’s view, there is an error of fact or interpretation. For 

greater certainty, a Participating Service Provider that does not accept the 

Investigation Findings must request a case review or will be deemed to accept the 

Investigation Findings.  

(e) If the Customer rejects the Investigation Findings in writing and does not request a 

case review within fifteen (15) days of issuance, the Customer may pursue such 

remedies as may otherwise be available to the Customer, and the Participating 

Service Provider shall be deemed to be fully released from the Investigation Findings.  

13. Remedies 

13.1 In making Investigation Findings, the Commissioner may require the Participating Service 

Provider to: 

(a) provide the Customer with an explanation or apology; 

(b) undertake to do or cease doing specified activities with respect to the Customer; 

(c) pay the Customer monetary compensation in an amount not to exceed: 

(i) in relation to any single complaint, or any two or more complaints 

consolidated pursuant to Section 6.9, five thousand dollars ($5,000) in the 

aggregate; or 

(ii) in relation to any two or more complaints consolidated pursuant to Section 

6.10, five thousand dollars ($5,000) in respect of each such complaint so 

consolidated; or 

(iii) in relation to any complaint filed on behalf of two or more Customers in 

respect of which the Commissioner has taken action pursuant to Section 6.12, 

five thousand dollars ($5,000) in the aggregate; or  
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(d) any combination thereof. 

13.2 When Investigation Findings require a Participating Service Provider to pay monetary 

compensation to a Customer, the Commissioner: 

(a) shall award an amount that is appropriate to compensate the Customer for any loss, 

damage or inconvenience incurred by the Customer arising directly from the 

circumstances of the complaint, or the failure of the Participating Service Provider to 

abide by Section 7.1 or to inform a Customer of the CCTS in respect of their 

complaint; 

(b) shall not make an award that is punitive of the Participating Service Provider, or is in 

the nature of consequential damages; and 

(c) may, where appropriate, exercise their discretion whether or not to apply any 

limitations of liability contained in the applicable contract between the Customer and 

the Participating Service Provider. 

13.3 For greater certainty, amounts that the Commissioner determines are to be refunded or 

credited as a result of billing errors shall not constitute monetary compensation within the 

meaning of Section 13.1(c).   

14. Case Review 

14.1 Upon receiving a request for a case review pursuant to Section 12.3(d) the Commissioner 

shall conduct a case review if the Commissioner determines, in their discretion, it seems more 

likely than not that the Commissioner made an error which affected the outcome of the 

Investigation Findings: 

(a) in the facts relevant to the issue; or 

(b) in the interpretation of the Participating Service Provider’s obligations, including 

whether the Participating Service Provider met its obligations.  

In making this determination, the Commissioner shall only consider evidence that was 

provided to the Commissioner prior to the issuance of the Investigation Findings.   

14.2 Where the Commissioner declines to conduct the case review pursuant to Section 14.1, the 

Commissioner shall notify the Customer and the Participating Service Provider. The 

Customer may accept or reject the original Investigation Findings.  To do so, the Customer 

shall notify the Commissioner and the Participating Service Provider in writing.  

(a) If the Customer accepts the original Investigation Findings, the Participating Service 

Provider and the Customer shall promptly take such steps as are called for in the 

Investigation Findings, and the Customer and the Participating Service Provider shall 

be deemed to fully release one another from any and all losses, damages, and claims, 

arising from the matters relating to the complaint. Original Investigation Findings 

accepted by the Customer are binding on the Participating Service Provider.  
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(b) If the Customer does not provide this notice within fifteen (15) days of notification, 

the Customer will be deemed to reject the original Investigation Findings.  

(c) If the Customer rejects the original Investigation Findings, the Customer may pursue 

such remedies as may otherwise be available to the Customer, and the Participating 

Service Provider shall be deemed to be fully released from the original Investigation 

Findings.  

14.3 In conducting a case review, the Commissioner shall consider whether there is substantial 

doubt as to the correctness of the original Investigation Findings. If, in the Commissioner’s 

judgement: 

(a) there is substantial doubt as to the correctness of the original Investigation Findings, 

the Commissioner may issue amended Investigation Findings, which may include 

amending the remedy provided for in the original Investigation Findings;  

(b) there is no substantial doubt as to the correctness of the original Investigation 

Findings, the Commissioner shall issue confirmed Investigation Findings. 

14.4 Following a case review conducted pursuant to Section 14.3, the Commissioner shall provide 

the Customer and the Participating Service Provider with amended or confirmed Investigation 

Findings. The Customer may accept or reject the amended or confirmed Investigation 

Findings.  To do so, the Customer shall notify the Commissioner and the Participating Service 

Provider in writing.  

(a) If the Customer accepts the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings, the 

Participating Service Provider and the Customer shall promptly take such steps as are 

called for in the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings, and the Customer and 

the Participating Service Provider shall be deemed to fully release one another from 

any and all losses, damages, and claims, arising from the matters relating to the 

complaint. Amended or confirmed Investigation Findings accepted by the Customer 

are binding on the Participating Service Provider. 

(b) If the Customer does not provide written notice within fifteen (15) days of issuance, 

the Customer will be deemed to reject the amended or confirmed Investigation 

Findings. 

(c) If the Customer rejects the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings, the 

Customer may pursue such remedies as may otherwise be available to the Customer, 

and the Participating Service Provider shall be deemed to be fully released from the 

amended or confirmed Investigation Findings.  

15. Information and Assistance 

15.1 In all matters related to the activities of the Commissioner under this Code, the Commissioner 

may, as the Commissioner considers reasonable and appropriate: 
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(a) require that any Participating Service Provider, including another Participating 

Service Provider that may have information relevant to a complaint that could 

expedite or assist in the resolution or investigation of an ongoing service delivery 

issue, provide the Commissioner with any information, document, including reliable 

copies thereof, or other thing which are relevant to the complaint, whether or not such 

information, document or other thing is admissible as evidence in a court of law. The 

Participating Service Provider shall promptly provide (subject to Section 15.2) any 

such requested information, document or other thing.  The Commissioner may 

receive and rely upon any information, document or other thing so provided; 

(b) require assistance of the Customer and the Participating Service Provider named in 

the complaint; and  

(c) request assistance of another Participating Service Provider that may have 

information relevant to a complaint, if the Commissioner considers that doing so 

could expedite or assist in the resolution or investigation of an ongoing service 

delivery issue. 

15.2 A Participating Service Provider may decline to provide any information, document or other 

thing requested by the Commissioner, if it can demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the 

Commissioner, that the material is subject to solicitor-client privilege, or that by providing it 

the Participating Service Provider would place itself in breach of the law. 

15.3 If the Participating Service Provider named in the complaint or the Customer discloses 

documents or supplies information or other things to the Commissioner and requests that the 

Commissioner not disclose such information, documents or things, the Commissioner shall 

not disclose such information, documents or things to any other party without the consent of 

the party who has made such request, provided that: 

(a) non-disclosure of such information, documents or things does not unduly impede the 

Commissioner’s ability to attempt to investigate, assist in the resolution of or make 

Investigation Findings with respect to the complaint; and 

(b) the Commissioner is satisfied that the request has been made in good faith. 

15.4 If, in the judgment of the Commissioner, the request for non-disclosure impedes the 

Commissioner’s ability to attempt to investigate, assist in the resolution of or make 

Investigation Findings with respect to the complaint, the Commissioner shall offer the party 

making such request the opportunity to either (i) withdraw the information or documents from 

consideration in the investigation of the complaint, or (ii) withdraw the request that the 

information or documents not be disclosed.   

15.5 The Commissioner shall not disclose any documents provided by another Participating 

Service Provider pursuant to section 15.1(a) to the Participating Service Provider named in 

the complaint or the Customer. 
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16. No Use or Disclosure in Other Proceedings  

16.1 The discussions, documents, information, correspondence and other things of, or relating to, 

the Customer, a  Participating Service Provider (whether or not named in the complaint), and 

the Commissioner created for, arising from or in relation to, or disclosed pursuant to or in 

connection with a complaint shall be deemed to be without prejudice and shall not be disclosed 

or used in any subsequent legal or other proceeding involving any of the Customer or any 

Participating Service Provider (whether or not named in the complaint). 

16.2 The Commissioner, members of their staff, or their agents may not be called to testify in any 

subsequent legal or other proceeding, nor may production or disclosure be sought of any 

document, discussion or correspondence arising from a complaint or any document or 

information contained in the files of the Commissioner. 

17. Confidentiality 

17.1 In the course of carrying out their functions, powers and jurisdiction, the Commissioner shall, 

subject to Section 17.2 below, maintain the confidentiality of the identity of the Customer and 

the Participating Service Provider named in the complaint, save as between the parties to the 

complaint and any other Participating Service Provider that has provided information, 

documents or other things, or assistance, pursuant to Sections 15.1(a) and 15.1(c), and as may 

be necessary to carry out the Commissioner’s functions in relation to the complaint.  

17.2 The Commissioner may make Investigation Findings, whether accepted by the Customer or 

not, available to the public. The name and identity of the Customer and any Participating 

Service Provider shall remain confidential and any identifying information shall be removed 

from any public disclosure of such Investigation Findings. 

18. Immunity 

18.1 The Commissioner and their staff and agents are immune from suit in relation to the good 

faith exercise of their functions, powers and jurisdiction under this Code, and all related 

activities. 

19. Commissioner’s Discretion to Extend or Abridge Time 

19.1 The Commissioner may, in their discretion, on notice to the Customer and the Participating 

Service Provider, extend or abridge the time for taking any action under this Code, save and 

except for the time limitation for filing a complaint pursuant to Sections 10.3 through 10.5.  

Without restricting the foregoing, the Commissioner shall exercise their discretion pursuant 

to this Section to ensure that any changes to the time for taking action under this Code shall 

not operate in such a manner as to cause unfairness to either a Customer or a Participating 

Service Provider involved in the complaint. 
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20. Investigation Findings Do Not Establish Precedents 

20.1 In considering each complaint, the Commissioner’s discretion shall not be fettered by, and the 

Commissioner shall not be bound by, any previous Investigation Findings made by the 

Commissioner or by any predecessor in that office. 


	1. Interpretation
	1.1 In this Code,
	(a) “CCTS” means the Commission for Complaints for Telecom-television Services Inc. / Commission des plaintes relatives aux services de télécom-télévision inc.;
	(b) “Code” means this Procedural Code, as amended from time to time;
	(c) “Commissioner” means the Chief Executive Officer of CCTS;
	(d) “CRTC” means the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission;
	(e) “Customer” means (i) an individual or Small Business that received, or has contracted to receive, telecommunications services from a Participating Service Provider; and (ii) an individual that received, or has contracted to receive, television ser...
	(f) “Investigation Findings” means Investigation Findings made under Section 12, and includes amended Investigation Findings issued pursuant to Section 14.3(a) and confirmed Investigation Findings issued pursuant to Section 14.3(b);
	(g) “Participating Service Providers” means those telecommunications service providers and television service providers who are required to, and have, become participants in CCTS as shown from time to time on the CCTS’ website;
	(h) “Small Business” means a business whose: (i) net monthly invoice for all telecommunications services in the month preceding the month in which a complaint is made against such Participating Service Provider; or (ii) average net monthly invoices fo...


	2. Functions, Powers and Duties of Commissioner
	2.1 The Commissioner shall:
	(a) receive and assess the eligibility of complaints and determine whether a complaint falls within the scope of this Code;
	(b) deal with complaints impartially and efficiently after attempts at resolution between a Customer and a Participating Service Provider have proven ineffective, either:
	(i) through a conciliation process by which a mutually acceptable resolution is facilitated; or
	(ii) through an investigation process that culminates in Investigation Findings;

	(c) carry out the functions, powers and duties prescribed in this Code, and such other functions, powers and duties as may be directed by the Board of Directors of CCTS from time to time; and
	(d) be bound by and at all times act within and give effect to this Code.

	2.2 In carrying out their functions, powers and duties, the Commissioner shall act in a manner that is independent and impartial, accessible and efficient.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Commissioner shall:
	(a) remain impartial to the interests of the Participating Service Providers, as between the Participating Service Providers, and from and as between their respective customers;
	(b) not act as an advocate for Participating Service Providers, customers, or any other person;
	(c) provide the services of their office in English and French and in such other languages as the Commissioner deems appropriate;
	(d) endeavour to secure the most appropriate, efficient and effective resolution of every complaint on its merits;
	(e) provide the services of their office without charge to Customers;
	(f) provide the services of their office in a non-legalistic manner; and
	(g) follow cost-effective business practices in order to provide the services of their office in an economically efficient manner.


	3. Scope
	3.1 The Commissioner is authorized to receive complaints from Customers regarding: (i) forborne (unregulated) retail telecommunications services provided by Participating Service Providers; and (ii) retail residential subscription television services ...
	(a) exceptions to telecommunications services: (i) Internet applications or content; (ii) emergency services; (iii) payphones; (iv) yellow page or business directories; (v) telemarketing or unsolicited messages; and (vi) 900 and 976 services;
	(b) exceptions to television services: (i) digital media broadcast undertaking (DMBU) services, which are services generally delivered or accessed over the Internet or delivered using point-to-point technology and received by way of mobile devices; (i...
	(c) other applicable exceptions: (i) equipment; (ii) inside wiring; (iii) security services, such as alarm monitoring; (iv) networking services; (v) pricing of products or services; (vi) rights of way; (vii) plant (including, without limitation, poles...


	4. Standard of Review
	4.1 The Commissioner shall assist in the resolution of, investigate, and issue Investigation Findings in relation to complaints with a view to determining whether the Participating Service Provider reasonably performed its obligations pursuant to the ...
	4.2 In making this determination, or when the contract is silent on an issue, the Commissioner will consider any applicable codes of conduct or practice, good industry practice, general principles of law, and what is fair and reasonable in the circums...
	4.3 Although the Commissioner may consider a Participating Service Provider’s policies or operating practices, no Investigation Findings may direct or require a Participating Service Provider to change any such policy or practice.

	5. Delegation
	5.1 The Commissioner may delegate any of the Commissioner’s functions, powers and jurisdiction to another member of CCTS staff.

	6. Complaints
	6.1 Subject to Section 6.2, a complaint shall be in writing and shall:
	(a) set out the Customer’s name, address, phone number and, where possible, the account number assigned by the Participating Service Provider to which the complaint relates and the Customer’s email address;
	(b) indicate the Participating Service Provider to which the complaint relates;
	(c) set out the details of the complaint;
	(d) indicate the date or dates on which the matters complained of occurred and came to the attention of the Customer;
	(e) set out what steps the Customer has taken to seek to resolve the complaint directly with the Participating Service Provider, including details of the Participating Service Provider’s response;
	(f) indicate what the Customer would regard as a reasonable resolution of the complaint; and
	(g) indicate the Customer’s consent to be bound by this Code and such procedures as may be established by the Commissioner.

	6.2 In order to ensure reasonable access to CCTS, including, in particular, by persons with disabilities, the Commissioner may accept complaints made:
	(a) by telephone, e-mail, online complaint form, teletypewriter (TTY), video relay service (VRS), IP relay, in person or by such other means as the Commissioner deems appropriate, provided all other requirements set out in Section 6.1 are satisfied; and
	(b) by a properly authorized representative of the Customer.  The Commissioner may make such inquiries as are deemed appropriate to ensure that the Customer has properly authorized the representative to make the complaint. Any such representative is d...

	6.3 Upon receipt of a complaint, the Commissioner shall assess whether the complaint, or any part thereof, falls within scope as described in Section 3.1.
	6.4 Where the Commissioner has concluded that a complaint, or any part thereof, is not within scope, the Commissioner shall inform the Customer and the Participating Service Provider and shall inform the Customer of any agency, body or organization wh...
	6.5 The Commissioner shall maintain a record of complaints determined by the Commissioner not to be within scope.
	6.6 If the Commissioner is of the view that any part of the complaint is within scope, the complaint shall be accepted. The Commissioner shall promptly provide a copy of the complaint to the relevant Participating Service Provider and initially refer ...
	6.7 The Participating Service Provider shall reply to the Commissioner in writing, with a copy to the Customer, regarding any complaint initially referred to it by the Commissioner pursuant to Section 6.6, as follows:
	(a) Objection – if the Participating Service Provider objects to the complaint on the basis that, in its view, the complaint may not or should not be accepted pursuant to this Code or for any other lawful reason, it shall provide a full written explan...
	(i) The Commissioner shall, following receipt of any additional information or representations from the Customer or the Participating Service Provider as the Commissioner may in their discretion deem appropriate, decide whether or not the complaint or...
	(ii) Where the Commissioner has concluded that a complaint, or any part thereof, is not within scope, the Commission shall act in accordance with Section 6.4.

	(b) Resolved – if the complaint has been resolved to the mutual satisfaction of the Customer and the Participating Service Provider, the latter shall so inform the Commissioner in writing within twenty (20) days of initial referral of the complaint fr...
	(i) The complaint shall be deemed to be resolved unless the Customer, within fifteen (15) days of the date of the communication in writing from the Participating Service Provider to the Commissioner and the Customer under subsection (b), informs the ...
	(ii) When a complaint is resolved to the mutual satisfaction of the Customer and the Participating Service Provider, implementation of the resolution is binding upon the Participating Service Provider.

	(c) Unresolved – if the complaint remains unresolved, the Participating Service Provider shall so inform the Commissioner within twenty (20) days of initial referral of the complaint from the Commissioner.  Together with this response the Participatin...
	(i) Where the Participating Service Provider has provided the documents required pursuant to subsection (c), the Commissioner may proceed with the conciliation process in accordance with Section 11.1.
	(ii) Where the Participating Service Provider has not provided the documents required pursuant to subsection (c), the Commissioner may proceed with the investigation process in accordance with Section 11.3.


	6.8 If a complaint has not been concluded under Sections 6.4, 6.7(a), or 6.7(b), the Commissioner shall proceed with the conciliation or investigation process in accordance with Section 11. The Commissioner shall continue to resolve or investigate...
	6.9 The Commissioner may consolidate, and treat as a single complaint, two or more complaints filed by or on behalf of the same Customer relating to the same Participating Service Provider and arising from the same transaction or occurrence or series ...
	6.10 The Commissioner may consolidate, and take action with respect to, two or more complaints filed by or on behalf of two or more Customers relating to the same Participating Service Provider and arising from the same transaction or occurrence or se...
	6.11 Subject to Section 6.12, the Commissioner shall not consider and shall take no action with respect to a single complaint filed by or on behalf of more than one Customer.
	6.12 Notwithstanding Section 6.11, the Commissioner may take action with respect to a complaint filed by or on behalf of one or more Customers, provided that:
	(a) each Customer to which the complaint relates is specifically identified and has authorized that the complaint be filed on behalf of such Customer;
	(b) the complaint relates to the same Participating Service Provider and arises from the same transaction or occurrence or series of transactions or occurrences; and
	(c) the Commissioner considers that it is appropriate and efficient to do so.


	7. Unpaid Charges in Dispute
	7.1 When the Commissioner provides a copy of a complaint to a Participating Service Provider, and the complaint contains an allegation that the Customer is disputing charges that are unpaid, the Participating Service Provider will promptly:
	(a) suspend the due date for payment of the disputed charges;
	(b) refrain from reporting the disputed charges to a credit agency;
	(c) refrain from attempting to collect the disputed amount (either directly or through a collections agency); and
	(d) suspend any collection activity that was initiated before the complaint was received by the Commissioner,

	7.2 If the Commissioner concludes that the Participating Service Provider has breached Section 7.1, the Commissioner shall inform the Participating Service Provider of the specifics of the breach, and require the Participating Service Provider to tak...
	7.3 The Commissioner may consider any breach of Section 7.1 above in determining the extent of any loss, damage or inconvenience incurred by the Customer under Section 13.2(a).

	8. Failure to Provide Notice of CCTS
	8.1 In the course of investigating a complaint that is within scope, the Commissioner may investigate whether a Participating Service Provider has complied with its obligation under the CCTS’ public awareness plan to inform the Customer of the right t...
	8.2 The Commissioner may consider any such failure to inform a Customer of the CCTS in determining the extent of any loss, damage or inconvenience incurred by the Customer under Section 13.2(a).

	9. Discretion to Decline to Take Action
	9.1 The Commissioner may decline to take action or continue to take action with respect to a complaint if the Commissioner considers that:
	(a) the complaint is frivolous or vexatious;
	(b) the Customer does not have a sufficient legal interest in the subject matter of the complaint;
	(c) the complaint should more properly be brought before another agency, or a tribunal or court;
	(d) an investigation, or further investigation, is not warranted in the circumstances; or
	(e) the Customer has failed to cooperate in a timely manner with the Commissioner’s efforts to assess,  attempt to facilitate the resolution of, investigate, or issue or review Investigation Findings in relation to the complaint.


	10. Duty to Decline to Take Action
	10.1 The Commissioner shall take no action with respect to a complaint unless the Commissioner is satisfied that the Customer has previously brought the matter to the attention of the Participating Service Provider and that the Participating Service P...
	10.2 The Commissioner shall take no action with respect to any complaint purported to be brought under this Code that:
	(a) has been the subject of a previous determination by CCTS; or
	(b) has been or is currently under consideration by another tribunal, court, or agency that has the authority to compensate the Customer for losses claimed arising from the occurrence at issue.

	10.3 The Commissioner shall take no action with respect to a complaint:
	(a) received by the Commissioner more than one year after the date the Customer knew, or with reasonable diligence ought to have known, the facts upon which the complaint is based; or
	(b) in the case of a Participating Service Provider having become a Participating Service Provider on or after September 1, 2017, based upon or in relation to facts having arisen more than one year prior to the date on which the Participating Service ...

	10.4 For the purposes of Section 10.3(a), a complaint shall be deemed to be received by the Commissioner on the earlier of:
	(a) the date it is actually received; or
	(b) five (5) days after it was sent to the Commissioner by regular mail.

	10.5 Notwithstanding Section 10.3(a), the Commissioner may take action with respect to a complaint received by the Commissioner more than one year but no more than eighteen (18) months after the date when the Customer knew, or with reasonable diligen...
	(a) the Customer brought the matter to the attention of the Participating Service Provider no more than one year after the date the Customer knew, or with reasonable diligence ought to have known, the facts upon which the complaint is based; and
	(b) the Customer and the Participating Service Provider continued to be engaged in an attempt to resolve the matter more than one year after the date when the Customer knew, or with reasonable diligence ought to have known, the facts upon which the co...


	11. Conciliation and Investigation
	11.1 If a complaint remains unresolved after initial referral to the Participating Service Provider and the Participating Service Provider has provided the documents required pursuant to Section 6.7(c), the Commissioner may attempt to facilitate a mu...
	11.2 If the Participating Service Provider has not provided the documents required pursuant to Section 6.7(c) or the Commissioner determines that conciliation is unlikely to lead to a mutually acceptable resolution, the Commissioner may investigate t...
	11.3 During an investigation, the Commissioner may require further information, documents or other things pursuant to Section 15 to determine whether the Participating Service Provider reasonably performed its obligations pursuant to Section 4.1. Th...
	11.4 In the course of an investigation, the Commissioner may continue to seek to facilitate a mutually acceptable resolution of a complaint wherever practical and appropriate.
	11.5 The procedure for the conduct of any conciliation or investigation under this Code will be such as the Commissioner considers most appropriate, efficient and effective for resolution of a complaint on its merits.
	11.6 When a complaint cannot be concluded by a mutually acceptable resolution, the Commissioner may direct that it be dealt with under any one of Section 9 or 12 of this Code.

	12. Investigation Findings
	12.1 If a complaint cannot be concluded by a mutually acceptable resolution, the Commissioner shall issue Investigation Findings once the Commissioner can determine whether the Participating Service Provider reasonably performed its obligations pursua...
	12.2 The Investigation Findings:
	(a) shall set out whether the Participating Service Provider reasonably performed its obligations, and if not, what the Commissioner considers to be a reasonable and appropriate resolution of the complaint, without having regard to any monetary limita...
	(b) shall include the reasons for the Commissioner’s determination under subsection (a); and
	(c) are subject to the monetary limits set out in Section 13.

	12.3 The Commissioner shall provide the Investigation Findings to the Customer and the Participating Service Provider.
	(a) If the Customer and the Participating Service Provider both accept the Investigation Findings, the Participating Service Provider and the Customer shall inform the Commissioner in writing and promptly take such steps as are called for in the Inves...
	(b) If either the Customer or the Participating Service Provider fails to respond to the Commissioner’s Investigation Findings within fifteen (15) days of issuance, the Investigation Findings shall be deemed to have been accepted by that party.
	(c) Investigation Findings that are accepted, or deemed to have been accepted, by both the Participating Service Provider and the Customer, are binding on the Participating Service Provider.
	(d) The Customer or Participating Service Provider may request a case review in writing within fifteen (15) days of issuance if, in the party’s view, the Commissioner made an error of fact or interpretation in the Investigation Findings as described i...
	(e) If the Customer rejects the Investigation Findings in writing and does not request a case review within fifteen (15) days of issuance, the Customer may pursue such remedies as may otherwise be available to the Customer, and the Participating Servi...


	13. Remedies
	13.1 In making Investigation Findings, the Commissioner may require the Participating Service Provider to:
	(a) provide the Customer with an explanation or apology;
	(b) undertake to do or cease doing specified activities with respect to the Customer;
	(c) pay the Customer monetary compensation in an amount not to exceed:
	(i) in relation to any single complaint, or any two or more complaints consolidated pursuant to Section 6.9, five thousand dollars ($5,000) in the aggregate; or
	(ii) in relation to any two or more complaints consolidated pursuant to Section 6.10, five thousand dollars ($5,000) in respect of each such complaint so consolidated; or
	(iii) in relation to any complaint filed on behalf of two or more Customers in respect of which the Commissioner has taken action pursuant to Section 6.12, five thousand dollars ($5,000) in the aggregate; or

	(d) any combination thereof.

	13.2 When Investigation Findings require a Participating Service Provider to pay monetary compensation to a Customer, the Commissioner:
	(a) shall award an amount that is appropriate to compensate the Customer for any loss, damage or inconvenience incurred by the Customer arising directly from the circumstances of the complaint, or the failure of the Participating Service Provider to a...
	(b) shall not make an award that is punitive of the Participating Service Provider, or is in the nature of consequential damages; and
	(c) may, where appropriate, exercise their discretion whether or not to apply any limitations of liability contained in the applicable contract between the Customer and the Participating Service Provider.

	13.3 For greater certainty, amounts that the Commissioner determines are to be refunded or credited as a result of billing errors shall not constitute monetary compensation within the meaning of Section 13.1(c).

	14. Case Review
	14.1 Upon receiving a request for a case review pursuant to Section 12.3(d) the Commissioner shall conduct a case review if the Commissioner determines, in their discretion, it seems more likely than not that the Commissioner made an error which affe...
	(a) in the facts relevant to the issue; or
	(b) in the interpretation of the Participating Service Provider’s obligations, including whether the Participating Service Provider met its obligations.

	14.2 Where the Commissioner declines to conduct the case review pursuant to Section 14.1, the Commissioner shall notify the Customer and the Participating Service Provider. The Customer may accept or reject the original Investigation Findings.  To do...
	(a) If the Customer accepts the original Investigation Findings, the Participating Service Provider and the Customer shall promptly take such steps as are called for in the Investigation Findings, and the Customer and the Participating Service Provide...
	(b) If the Customer does not provide this notice within fifteen (15) days of notification, the Customer will be deemed to reject the original Investigation Findings.
	(c) If the Customer rejects the original Investigation Findings, the Customer may pursue such remedies as may otherwise be available to the Customer, and the Participating Service Provider shall be deemed to be fully released from the original Investi...

	14.3 In conducting a case review, the Commissioner shall consider whether there is substantial doubt as to the correctness of the original Investigation Findings. If, in the Commissioner’s judgement:
	(a) there is substantial doubt as to the correctness of the original Investigation Findings, the Commissioner may issue amended Investigation Findings, which may include amending the remedy provided for in the original Investigation Findings;
	(b) there is no substantial doubt as to the correctness of the original Investigation Findings, the Commissioner shall issue confirmed Investigation Findings.

	14.4 Following a case review conducted pursuant to Section 14.3, the Commissioner shall provide the Customer and the Participating Service Provider with amended or confirmed Investigation Findings. The Customer may accept or reject the amended or con...
	(a) If the Customer accepts the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings, the Participating Service Provider and the Customer shall promptly take such steps as are called for in the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings, and the Customer and ...
	(b) If the Customer does not provide written notice within fifteen (15) days of issuance, the Customer will be deemed to reject the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings.
	(c) If the Customer rejects the amended or confirmed Investigation Findings, the Customer may pursue such remedies as may otherwise be available to the Customer, and the Participating Service Provider shall be deemed to be fully released from the amen...


	15. Information and Assistance
	15.1 In all matters related to the activities of the Commissioner under this Code, the Commissioner may, as the Commissioner considers reasonable and appropriate:
	(a) require that any Participating Service Provider, including another Participating Service Provider that may have information relevant to a complaint that could expedite or assist in the resolution or investigation of an ongoing service delivery iss...
	(b) require assistance of the Customer and the Participating Service Provider named in the complaint; and
	(c) request assistance of another Participating Service Provider that may have information relevant to a complaint, if the Commissioner considers that doing so could expedite or assist in the resolution or investigation of an ongoing service delivery ...

	15.2 A Participating Service Provider may decline to provide any information, document or other thing requested by the Commissioner, if it can demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, that the material is subject to solicitor-client privi...
	15.3 If the Participating Service Provider named in the complaint or the Customer discloses documents or supplies information or other things to the Commissioner and requests that the Commissioner not disclose such information, documents or things, th...
	(a) non-disclosure of such information, documents or things does not unduly impede the Commissioner’s ability to attempt to investigate, assist in the resolution of or make Investigation Findings with respect to the complaint; and
	(b) the Commissioner is satisfied that the request has been made in good faith.

	15.4 If, in the judgment of the Commissioner, the request for non-disclosure impedes the Commissioner’s ability to attempt to investigate, assist in the resolution of or make Investigation Findings with respect to the complaint, the Commissioner shall...
	15.5 The Commissioner shall not disclose any documents provided by another Participating Service Provider pursuant to section 15.1(a) to the Participating Service Provider named in the complaint or the Customer.

	16. No Use or Disclosure in Other Proceedings
	16.1 The discussions, documents, information, correspondence and other things of, or relating to, the Customer, a  Participating Service Provider (whether or not named in the complaint), and the Commissioner created for, arising from or in relation to...
	16.2 The Commissioner, members of their staff, or their agents may not be called to testify in any subsequent legal or other proceeding, nor may production or disclosure be sought of any document, discussion or correspondence arising from a complaint ...

	17. Confidentiality
	17.1 In the course of carrying out their functions, powers and jurisdiction, the Commissioner shall, subject to Section 17.2 below, maintain the confidentiality of the identity of the Customer and the Participating Service Provider named in the compl...
	17.2 The Commissioner may make Investigation Findings, whether accepted by the Customer or not, available to the public. The name and identity of the Customer and any Participating Service Provider shall remain confidential and any identifying informa...

	18. Immunity
	18.1 The Commissioner and their staff and agents are immune from suit in relation to the good faith exercise of their functions, powers and jurisdiction under this Code, and all related activities.

	19. Commissioner’s Discretion to Extend or Abridge Time
	19.1 The Commissioner may, in their discretion, on notice to the Customer and the Participating Service Provider, extend or abridge the time for taking any action under this Code, save and except for the time limitation for filing a complaint pursuant...

	20. Investigation Findings Do Not Establish Precedents
	20.1 In considering each complaint, the Commissioner’s discretion shall not be fettered by, and the Commissioner shall not be bound by, any previous Investigation Findings made by the Commissioner or by any predecessor in that office.


